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Abstract: 
 
Nowadays, time and cost are familiar criteria for every logistic provider, and both have been long 
treated to be minimized simultaneously. However, the criteria are naturally conflicted even with 
flexibilities and/or constraints appeared in the logistic networks. This paper is concerned with three-
level logistic networks with potential suppliers, distributed centers (DCs), and deterministic demands 
from available consumers. The networks also benefit from potential direct shipments from suppliers to 
consumers as long as suppliers and DCs facilities might face limited capacity in their own seasonal 
supplying and warehousing processes. The goal is (re)configure the networks in order to minimize 
response time to consumers, transportation cost and facility cost. Therefore, the networks are 
formulated as multiple criteria decision making problems, which have more than one configuration 
through the time and cost optimizing at the same time. Due to the flexibility and the constraints, the 
decision maker(s) needs a set of compromise solutions for the networks that represent optimal 
configurations based on the objectives without considering prior knowledge. To this end, the problems 
are formulated into four individual logistic network models varying with the flexibility option and/or the 
capacitated facilities. To find the compromise solutions, Pareto-based multi-objective evolutionary 
algorithm, NSGA-II is customized and then utilized to deal with an illustrative case study. The results are 
analyzed through the two performance measures, hypervolume and the number of optimal solutions 
obtained so far. 
